A new poly-Si TFT device simulator with quasi three-dimensional temperature analysis has been developed. In this simulator, the influences of the grain boundaries are incorporated into the mobility model when the basic semiconductor equations are solved. Furthermore, we have taken into account the self heating effect owing to a small thermal conductivity of the insulating substrate using quasi three-dimensional temperature analysis. We could accurately analyse the the temperature rise effect and the avalanche short channel effect in the short channel poly-Si TFT. 
Introduction
Poly-Si TETs have been intensively investigated for the large area electronics applications such as active matrix LCD or page width image sensors. However, the operation mechanism of poly-Si TFT is very complicated and is not still fully understood because the poly-Si TFT includes many grain boundaries inside the device and the poly-Si substrate is floating. The floating substrate causes the accumulation of holes in n-channel TFT which are generated by the impact ionization around the drain. These holes causes the avalanche induced short channel effectr). In addition, the insulating substrate with a small thermal conductivity causes the serious self heating. The self heating becomes more serious as the channel length is reduced since the drain current increases2). It is very useful for understanding the operation mechanism of the poly-Si TFT in detail to employ the poly-Si TFT device simulator which can analyse these effects. However, works about such device simulator have been hardly reported so far. Then, we have developed a new poly-Si TFT device simulator with quasi three-fimensional temperature analysis in order to analyse these self heating effect and avalanche induced short channel effect.
Sirnulation Algorithm
The simulation flow chart is shown in Fig.L Io-Vo characteristics calculated taking into account the temperature rise are shown in Fig.7 
Conclusion
We developed a new poly-Si TFT device simulator with quasi three-dimensional temperature analysis. The temperature rise effect and the avalanche short channel effect in the short channel poly-Si TFT were accurately analysed using this simulator. 
